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• Overview: Themes & Issues
• Services: Sharing, Analysis, etc.
• Enabling Semantics: Some Current 

Examples
• eResearch: Survey of Case Studies
• Cloud Computing: The Promise
• Closing Observations (and Predictions) 



• There is a network that we can use for sharing scientific 
data: the Internet. What’s missing here is infrastructure — but 
not in the purely technical sense. We need more than 
computers, software, routers and fiber to share scientific 
information more efficiently; we need a legal and policy 
infrastructure that supports (and better yet, rewards) 
sharing.  We use the term “cyberinfrastructure” — and more 
often, “collaborative infrastructure” — in this broader sense. 
Elements of an infrastructure can include everything from 
software and web protocols to licensing regimes and 
development policies. 

• Science Commons is working to facilitate the emergence of an 
open, decentralized infrastructure designed to foster knowledge 
re-use and discovery — one that can be implemented in a way 
that respects the autonomy of each collaborator. We believe that 
this approach holds the most promise as we continue the 
transition from a world where scientific research is carried 
out by large teams with supercomputers to a world where 
small teams — perhaps even individuals — can effectively 
use the network to find, analyze and build on one another’s 
data



• Rapid rate of commoditization of computation 
and storage 

• Emergence of simulation in the sciences 
• Increasing use of IT in the arts and humanities 
• Escalating power and cooling requirements of 

computing systems 
• Growing institutional demands for IT in an era of 

relatively flat levels of funding for capital 
improvements and research 

From http://connect.educause.edu/Library/EDUCAUSE+Quarterly/MakingResearchCyberinfras/40013

http://connect.educause.edu/Library/EDUCAUSE+Quarterly/MakingResearchCyberinfras/40013


• Collaboration 
– Globally distant research teams
– Distributed data resources and computing—Remote access to 

expensive, multi-national, specialized facilities (such as 
telescopes and accelerators or specialist data archives)

– Innovation will be a result of multi-disciplinary work
• Enablement

– Facilitating the entire research lifecycle
– An open, connected ecosystem

• Scalability: 100's of Terabytes Petabytes
• Service-Orientation

– Collaboration environments -- virtual labs, virtual experiments 
(nanoHUB.org, GENI, etc.) 

– Information sharing and discovery
– Hosting, computing, and preservation/archiving 
– Simulation / Modeling, Visualization, etc. 

• Flexibility
– With demand changes; when scale changes; etc.
– Diverse requirements (varying by domain)
– Efficiency is required (working in silos no longer feasible)  



• Scalability
– Big Data; Commoditization 

• Access / Rights 
– Becoming less of an issue

• Interoperability
– Heterogeneous data sources
– Technology Agnostic (protocols are critical, OAI-ORE, SWORD, etc.)
– Standardized programming interfaces

• International Collaboration 
– Example: EU DRIVER Project + Japan’s NII

• Education—Skills & Training
– iSchools: Data Curation, CI Facilitators

• Risks when adopting the cloud  
– Significant exit costs
– Unanticipated changes
– Forced obsolescence



• We’re not even to the Industrial Revolution of Data yet…
– “…since most of the digital information available today is still individually 

"handmade": prose on web pages, data entered into forms, videos and music 
edited and uploaded to servers. But we are starting to see the rise of 
automatic data generation "factories" such as software logs, UPC
scanners, RFID, GPS transceivers, video and audio feeds. These 
automated processes can stamp out data at volumes that will quickly dwarf the 
collective productivity of content authors worldwide.  Meanwhile, disk 
capacities are growing exponentially, so the cost of archiving this data 
remains modest. And there are plenty of reasons to believe that this data has value 
in a wide variety of settings. The last step of the revolution is the
commoditization of data analysis software, to serve a broad class of 
users.”

• How this will interact with the push toward data-centric web 
services and cloud computing? 
– Will users stage massive datasets of proprietary information within the 

cloud? 
– How will they get petabytes of data shipped and installed at a hosting 

facility?
Given the number of computers required for massive scale analytics what



• Large data archives create the opportunity to…
– Conduct science at the regional and global scale
– Combine data from multiple disciplines
– Perform historical / longitudinal trend analysis
– Facilitate access to a complete file of data

• Small scientific collaborations need help to…
– Access/reuse of previously collected information
– Perform analyses using more data than they can currently 

manage
– Enable data handling and versioning
– Store the currently needed data and metadata
– Ensure that assumptions and details are accurately recorded at 

the time of research



• Swivel
• IBM’s “Many Eyes”
• Google’s “Gapminder”
• Metaweb’s “Freebase”
• And others…

– CSA’s “Illustrata”

http://swivel.com/
https://login.lib.anglia.ac.uk/index.html?resource=http://proxy.lib.anglia.ac.uk:2048/login?url=http://www.csa.com/htbin/dbrng.cgi?username=chest287&access=chest2897&cat


• Data integration / interoperability
– Linking together data from various sources

• Annotation
– Adding comments/observations to existing data

• Provenance (and quality)
– ‘Where did this data come from?’

• Exporting/publishing in agreed formats
– To other programs as well as people

• Security
– Specifying or enforcing read/write access to your data 

(or parts of your data)



• Publishing ecosystem shifts
– Adding value with services
– Model? IBM and Redhat for open source
– Enables rapid prototyping of new products/services

• Repositories will contain 
– Full text versions of research papers 
– ‘Grey’ literature such as technical reports and theses
– Real-time streaming data, images and software

• Assuming various flavors of repository 
software, enhanced interoperability 
protocols are necessary



• What we are left with is the links themselves, arranged along a timeline. The 
laboratory record is reduced to a feed which describes the 
relationships between samples, procedures, and data. This could be a 
simple feed containing links or a sophisticated and rich XML feed which points 
out in turn to one or more formal vocabularies to describe the semantic 
relationship between items. It can all be wired together, some parts less tightly 
coupled than others, but in principle it can at least be connected. And that takes 
us one significant step towards wiring up the data web that many of us dream of 
the beauty of this approach is that it doesn’t require users to shift from the 
applications and services that they are already using, like, and understand. What 
it does require is intelligent and specific repositories for the objects they 
generate that know enough about the object type to provide useful information 
and context. What it also requires is good plug-ins, applications, and 
services to help people generate the lab record feed. It also 
requires a minimal and arbitrarily extensible way of describing the 
relationships. This could be as simple html links with tagging of the objects 
(once you know an object is a sample and it is linked to a procedure you know a 
lot about what is going on) but there is a logic in having a minimal vocabulary 
that describes relationships (what you don’t know explicitly in the tagging version 
is whether the sample is an input or an output). But it can also be fully semantic 
if that is what people want. And while the loosely tagged material won’t be easily 
and tightly coupled to the fully semantic material the connections will at least be 
there. A combination of both is not perfect, but it’s a step on the way towards the 
global data graph.



• Pace of science is picking up…rapidly
• The status quo is being challenged and 

researchers are demanding more
• Why can’t a research report offer more 

…



Imagine…
• Live research reports that had multiple 

end-user ‘views’ and which could 
dynamically tailor their presentation to 
each user

• An authoring environment that absorbs 
and encapsulates research workflows 
and outputs from the lab experiments

• A report that can be dropped into an 
electronic lab workbench in order to 
reconstitute an entire experiment

• A researcher working with multiple 
reports on a Surface and having the 
ability to mash up data and workflows 
across experiments 

• The ability to apply new analyses and 
visualizations and to perform new in
silico experiments

Dynamic
Documents

Reputation
& Influence

Reproducible 
Research

Interactive 
Data

Collaboration





Data ingest  
Managing petabytes+
Common schema(s)
How to organize?
How to re-organize?

How to coexist & cooperate with 
other scientists and researchers?
Data query and visualization tools   
Support/training
Performance

Execute queries in a minute 
Batch (big) query scheduling

Experiments &
Instruments

Simulations
facts

facts

answers

questions

?Literature

Other Archives facts

facts



• Data collection
– Sensor networks, global 

databases, local 
databases, desktop 
computer, laboratory 
instruments, observation 
devices, …

• Data processing, 
analysis, visualization
– Legacy codes, 

workflows, data mining, 
indexing, searching, 
graphics, screens, …

• Archiving
– Digital repositories, 

libraries, preservation, …

SensorMap
Functionality: Map navigation
Data: sensor-generated temperature, video 
camera feed, traffic feeds, etc.

Scientific visualizations
NSF Cyberinfrastructure report, March 2007



• Uses 200 wireless (Intel) computers, 
with 10 sensors each, monitoring

• Air temperature, moisture
• Soil temperature, moisture, 

at least in two depths (5cm, 20 cm)
• Light (intensity, composition)
• Soon gases (CO2, O2, CH4, …)

• Long-term continuous data
• Small (hidden) and affordable (many)
• Less disturbance
• >200 million measurements/year
• Complex database of sensor data and samples

With K. Szlavecz and A. Terzis 
http://lifeunderyourfeet.org

http://lifeunderyourfeet.org/


Sloan Digital Sky Server/SkyServer
http://cas.sdss.org/dr5/en/

http://cas.sdss.org/dr5/en/


• Sloan Digital Sky Survey: Pixels + Objects
• About 500 attributes per “object”, 300M objects
• Spectra for 1M objects
• Currently 3TB+ fully public
• From 13 institutions (nodes)
• Prototype eScience lab

– Moving analysis to the data
– Fast searches: color, spatial

• Visual tools
– Join pixels with objects

http://skyserver.sdss.org/
http://www.skyquery.net/
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• Prototype in data publishing
– 350 million web hits in 6 years
– 930,000 distinct users

vs. 10,000 astronomers
– Delivered 50,000 hours

of lectures to high schools
– Delivered 100B rows of data

• GalaxyZoo.org
– 27 million visual galaxy classifications by the public
– Enormous publicity (CNN, Times, Washington Post, 

BBC)
– 100,000 people participating, blogs, …

http://www.sdss.org/gallery/gal_photos.html


With thanks to 
Catharine van Ingen



• Global network of 400 micro-
meteorological tower sites that track: 
– Exchanges of carbon dioxide
– Water vapor
– Energy between terrestrial ecosystems and the 

atmosphere

• Data managed in database
• Use OLAP cubes for data analysis



• What is the role of photosynthesis in 
global warming? 

– Measurements of CO2 in the 
atmosphere show 16-20% less than 
emissions estimates predict

– The difference is either due to plants 
or ocean absorption. 

• Communal field science – each 
investigator acts independently

• Cross site studies and integration with 
modeling increasingly important

• SharePoint site www.fluxdata.org
– 921 site-years of data from 240 sites 

around the world; 80+ site-years now 
being added

– 60+ paper writing teams 
– American data subset is public and 

served more widely
– Summary data products greatly 

simplify initial data discovery Pub_NEE (gC m-2 yr-1)
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Data cube used to browse average yearly Rg values across all site-years



• Utility computing [infrastructure] 
– Amazon's success in providing virtual machine instances, 

storage, and computation at pay-as-you-go utility pricing was 
the breakthrough in this category, and now everyone wants to 
play. Developers, not end-users, are the target of this kind of 
cloud computing. [No network effects]

• Platform as a Service [platform] 
– One step up from pure utility computing are platforms like 

Google AppEngine and Salesforce's force.com, which hide 
machine instances behind higher-level APIs. Porting an 
application from one of these platforms to another is more like 
porting from Mac to Windows than from one Linux distribution 
to another.

• End-user applications [software] 
– Any web application is a cloud application in the sense that it 

resides in the cloud. Google, Amazon, Facebook, twitter, flickr, 
and virtually every other Web 2.0 application is a cloud 
application in this sense.From: Tim O'Reilly, O'Reilly Radar (10/26/08)—”Web 2.0 and Cloud Computing”

http://code.google.com/appengine/
http://www.force.com/


• We can expect research environments will follow 
similar trends to the commercial sector
– Leverage computing and data storage in the cloud
– Small organizations need access to large scale resources
– Scientists already experimenting with Amazon S3 and EC2 

services
• For many of the same reasons

– Small, silo’ed research teams
– Little/no resource-sharing across labs
– High storage costs
– Physical space limitations
– Low resource utilization
– Excess capacity
– High costs of acquiring, operating and reliably maintaining  

machines is prohibitive
– Little support for developers, system operators

28



• Tools are available
– Flickr, SmugMug, and many others for photos
– YouTube, SciVee, Viddler, Bioscreencast for video
– Slideshare for presentations
– Google Docs for word processing and spreadsheets

• Data Hosting Services & Compute Services
– Amazon’s S3 and EC2 offerings

• Archiving / Preservation 
– “DuraSpace” Project (in planning)

• Developing business models
– Service-provision (sustainability) 
– NSF’s “DataNet” – developing a culture, new 

organizations



FromFrom:: DuraSpace DuraSpace 



“The Tower and the Cloud: Higher 
Education in the Age of Cloud 
Computing“ (2008) – edited by Richard 
Katz, from EDUCAUSE

The entire book, or individual chapters, can be 
downloaded without charge from the EDUCAUSE web 
site at 
http://www.educause.edu/thetowerandthecloud/133998

http://www.educause.edu/thetowerandthecloud/133998


Open access to both text and data will be the rule, not the 
exception
Publications will be live documents with links to (real-time) data and 
related software
New forms of peer review and social networking will have 
accepted/adopted
Blogs and wikis for collaborative research will be normal operating 
procedure
National and international repositories will be a key part of the 
scientific cyberinfrastructure
Preservation and long-term access to data sets will be a mandated 
part of the scientific lifecycle 
A service industry will develop around online data analysis, 
visualization and dissemination of scientific information
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